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Interdisciplinary Value

Veli-Matti Karhulahti1
1University of Jyväskylä

This is a commentary on interdisciplinary value in the special issue "Responsible Re-
search Assessment: Implementing DORA for hiring and promotion in psychology."
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I write this commentary with a conflict of interest and
confirmation bias. As an interdisciplinary researcher, it
is my personal interest to highlight the value of such
research, which could also be debated. From this posi-
tion, I argue that the four largely welcome research as-
sessment principles for psychology, proposed by Schön-
brodt et al. (2022) and Gärtner et al. (2022), should in-
clude a fifth one: interdisciplinary value. Not everyone
needs to be interdisciplinary, but those who are should
be evaluated as such.

For the working purposes in the present commen-
tary, we may think of interdisciplinarity in research as
the merging of elements from different disciplines. The
term “elements” is important, as what is being merged
may differ from constructs and methods to practices and
theories. Without entering deeper terminological de-
bates, it is important to separate interdisciplinary efforts
from multidisciplinary ones, the latter of which operate
on multiple disciplines not in interconnected ways but
respectively (e.g., Nicolescu, 2014). In one sense, psy-
chology itself could be considered an interdisciplinary
science due to its historical blending across methodolog-
ical, pragmatic, and other domains.

One cannot have missed the recurring authoritative
calls for better and more interdisciplinarity across sci-
ences. For instance, a policy brief from the European
Commission explicitly asserts that “to foster, harness,
and leverage collaborative interdisciplinarity should be-
come a key priority for EU research and innovation pol-
icy” (Allmendinger, 2015, p. 4). Critically related to the
target articles, the policy brief also notes how interdis-
ciplinary research:

challenges common quality assurance and evalu-
ation devices which zoom in research excellence
as the main, or sometimes only, criteria for mea-
suring performance and impact. This is why inter-
disciplinary work also carries much higher risks
for academic careers than research that is firmly
based in traditional disciplines which still serve as
gatekeepers (p. 5)

Interdisciplinary research is difficult to carry out and
those who pursue it seriously often struggle for many re-
lated reasons. Some years ago, I was involved in a work-
shop series where we discussed and sought solutions
for the practical challenges of interdisciplinarity (NOS-
HS Collaboration, 2020). One of the collectively iden-
tified key issues concern the poor recognition of heavy
interdisciplinary efforts, especially for early career re-
searchers whose work is typically assessed by (and in)
monodisciplinary units (see also Goring et al., 2014). If
the evaluators are not sufficiently familiar with the con-
structs, methods, practices, and theories applied by the
assessed researcher—or interdisciplinary complexity in
general—it is but natural for them to not perceive these
elements of high value.

The research outputs and evaluation schemes pro-
posed by Schönbrodt et al. (2022) and Gärtner et al.
(2022), while carrying clear potential for quantitative
psychology, also exemplify the challenges facing many
interdisciplinary psychologists. Because psychology, in
its current form, has developed a rigid identity as a
field driven by statistical methods, hypothesis testing,
and publication of various effects (and “the effects”),
researchers who do things differently are easily inter-
preted as lacking in rigor or not meeting the best cri-
teria or practices. The present space allows for a few
examples, with focus on the section publications.

When presenting publications as the first output type
(of three), Schönbrodt et al. (2022) start by explicitly
suggesting “journal articles” as the defining category.
From an interdisciplinary perspective, the journal arti-
cle is but one of many relevant publications. For in-
stance, in computer science and related fields, due to
their distinct lineages, the foremost publication cate-
gory is the proceedings article (for an historically con-
textualized disciplinary diagnosis, see Fortnow, 2009).
Meanwhile, in fields like anthropology, literature, and
sociology, which often engage in theoretical dialogue
via in-depth cases, the monograph has been a key pub-
lication format and, not uncommonly, also an explicit
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tenure requirement (e.g., Levine 2007). By the princi-
ples of Schönbrodt et al. (2022), interdisciplinary psy-
chologists who publish their core research also outside
the journal article category would be overlooked in (or
completely left out of) evaluations already by the nature
of their different publication practices.

On the other hand, when researchers publish journal
articles in psychology journals, the evaluation schemes
proposed by Gärtner et al. (2022) are so specifi-
cally crafted for statistical designs that even conven-
tionally trained psychologists who deviate from the
norm—for instance, by doing qualitative research (in-
terdisciplinary or not)—would not be properly assessed.
Because the quality concepts have always been different
in qualitative research (e.g., Stenbacka, 2001), they re-
main difficult to score in the presented format; mean-
while, items like “verified computational results” would
hardly be applicable to any qualitative analyses at all.
These issues would leave qualitatively specialized ap-
plicants in a weaker position by default. Similar notes
can be made of the two other publication types, data
and software, which remain unconventional in the qual-
itative domain due to various methods-specific reasons,
such as the excessive resource demands of safely pub-
lishing qualitative datasets and the lesser relevance of
software in their analyses (see Karhulahti, 2022).

To be clear, I completely agree with Schönbrodt et
al. (2022) and Gärtner et al. (2022) when it comes to
discarding journal or publisher metrics, and I am not
against valuing journal articles, datasets, and software.
My point is that assessment should not focus—or worse,
be limited to—such categories, as this would only con-
tribute to further narrowing of what good (psychologi-
cal and other) research is or should be. Where I am cur-
rently based, the Finnish National Board on Research
Integrity (https://tenk.fi/en) has developed multidisci-
plinary assessment guidelines that take into considera-
tion a wider spectrum of achievements, rewards, and
skills. With reference to these guidelines, the Research
Council of Finland already highlights that the “use of
journal-based metrics in the assessment is prohibited,
nor may applicants add metrics to their applications”;
moreover, researchers are explicitly asked to list publi-
cations in nine categories ranging from “peer-reviewed
scientific articles” to “scientific monographs” and “au-
diovisual material & software” (Research Council of Fin-
land, 2022b). Other contributions, such as “datasets”,
“guides”, “infrastructures”, “methods”, and “promoting
open science” are reported and evaluated respectively
(Research Council of Finland, 2022a). This dynamic
model welcomes diversely specialized scholars, includ-
ing interdisciplinary ones, with less predefined bias.

To accommodate interdisciplinarity even further as

part of research assessment, the below what, how, and
why could be considered by any motivated committee.

What?

Some three decades ago, Nissani (1995) suggested
that interdisciplinary “richness” could be weighted by
four variables: number of disciplines, distance between
them, novelty, and integration. In other words, when
evaluating the degree to which an applicant or study
thrives in interdisciplinarity, one should pay attention to
a) how many disciplines are successfully combined, b)
to what intensity, c) whether such links are common or
pave the way for new bridges, and d) to what degree are
these bridges integrated meaningfully. In theory, these
variables could also be turned into a metric, but a good
start would be to keep them in mind when qualitatively
assessing the merits of interdisciplinary applicants and
their publications.

How?

To carry out high-level assessment of applicants with
diverse interdisciplinary (including methodological) ex-
perience and expertise, evaluators, too, should repre-
sent experience and expertise in various ways. Because
a pre-set committee would unlikely have the knowl-
edge of future applicants (Kekecs et al., 2023), it is of-
ten practical to recruit external experts based on the
applicants’ backgrounds. In addition to this already-
common procedure, it is essential that at least some
evaluators also have personal experience of interdisci-
plinary research (not merely representing multiple dis-
ciplines respectively). Successfully carrying out inter-
disciplinary projects typically involves challenges and
creative solutions that may be visible only to those who
engage in interdisciplinary work themselves.

Why?

Some pieces of empirical evidence and common
sense imply that interdisciplinary research operates by
delayed gratification. For instance, being trained in
multiple disciplines (their histories, methods, and the-
ories) is time-consuming and usually results in lower
quantities of initial productivity, which nonetheless can
enable higher productivity and quality later (see Goring
et al., 2014). Likewise, whereas interdisciplinary stud-
ies tend to gain less attention and citations in the first
years after publication—perhaps due to their unortho-
dox research designs—it seems that 13 years after pub-
lication the same studies already exceed the citations of
monodisciplinary work (Noorden, 2015). If the value
of interdisciplinary research accumulates exceptionally
over time, any psychology committee with long-term in-
terests can harvest benefits from identifying it early on.
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In closing, I commend Schönbrodt et al. (2022) for
their important suggestion to provide applicants “the
opportunity to explain in a few sentences if and why
they think that something important is being overlooked
when using these indicators” (p. 5). Although inter-
disciplinary applicants could use these few sentences to
explain the efforts, outcomes, and limitations involved
in interdisciplinary research, this would unlikely have
any meaningful effect on a committee that is otherwise
unprepared for such assessment. Interdisciplinary value
should be one of the research assessment principles in
psychology.
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